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A B S T R A C T  

 

The commonly heard phrase ‘seeing is believing’ may hold true for general 
aspects of life but falls on deaf ears when illusions are involved. Whether you 
see them or even acknowledge their existence, illusion and deception are all 
around us. It is the intention of this project to exploit this fact, delving into the 
world of illusions in art and architecture to design derived from these 
deceptions.  

The posed question as a result of the research is; How can deceptive visual 
experience be used as a productive architectural device? 

The current knowledge base accounts for theories in visual perception and the 
process for the way people perceive visual information. Along with is various 
artistic references to illusions exist that are yet to be explored in depth within 
an architectural field. Many more precedents remain undiscovered or 
unassociated with the specific categorization of ‘illusion’ yet present qualities 
which are assuredly deceptive and provide more information towards a library 
of knowledge developed through this project. This working towards design 
decisions and a final architectural resolution.  

Dividing the design into three phases allows for the continuous growth in 
knowledge as the precedent library expands to utilised to the its fullest. This 
generating a greater understanding of the design decisions as the phases get 
more complicated. The first design phase focussing on illusion of object to 
explore how its application manipulates common form. The second increasing 
in scale and introducing an architectural element as a medium scaled dwelling. 
This investigating how the illusory techniques identified manipulate form and 
space at an architectural scale. The third and final design phase is the largest 
and most complicated as a large-scale public building. Introducing much 
greater special considerations along with more divergent formal properties.

 

 

The result hoping to achieve a large-scale public building which shows the 
prolificacy of illusion derivative architecture. A building, in the end case a 
library, that speaks mostly for itself through its visual properties and 
architectural resolve. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  
 

B A C K G R O U N D  

They say ‘seeing is believing’ but people are 
quick to try and understand what they see, 
not being able to pick up on the details that 
may lead to their deception. The earliest 
discovery of a visual illusion is estimated to 
be 15,000 years old from the Palaeolithic 
period.1 This carving from Canecaude is a 
double layered illusion, being both a 
sculpture of a mammoth seen one way and 
a bison seen another. The Eyes circled in 
red are the details that allow you to see the 
alternating images. The upper eye is the eye 
of the mammoth with the crescent being 
its tusks, and the lower eye being the eye of 
the bison seemingly lowering its head 
making the crescent its horns. 

The Greeks were aware of the potential of 
visual illusion. At the Parthenon, the 
architects Ictino and Callicrates have used 
illusions not to deceive your mind into 
thinking something is impossible but to 
fool you into thinking the building is 
perfect2, a correctional illusion.  

 
1 "World's Oldest Optical Illusion Found? – National Geographic Blog," National 
Geographic Blog, accessed October 03, 2018, 
https://blog.nationalgeographic.org/2010/12/22/worlds-oldest-optical-illusion-
found/. 

One of the optical refinements can be clearly seen in the temple’s stylobate, 
columns, and entablature. This makes the temple appear perfectly square when 
the temple would have a warped perspective without these refinements. 

Illusions are prevalent in everyday life whether we choose to acknowledge 
them or even recognise their existence. Illusions in architecture have continued 
to develop into contemporary forms and spaces that deceive the way in which 
we see and experience architecture. These developments and architectures 
rudimental roots as a visual artform are what spark the interest in researching 
this topic. Creating illusions can be a difficult process but being able to explore 
them through architecture provides the project with the ‘canvas’ per se for 
illusion to occur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 "The Optical Illusions That Make the Parthenon Perfect," Greece Is, January 19, 
2018, accessed October 01, 2018, http://www.greece-is.com/the-optical-illusions-
that-make-the-parthenon-perfect/. 

Figure 1: Canecaude Carving 

 

Figure 2: Parthenon Optical 
Refinements 
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O U T L I N E  

The project starts by looking into a large amount of techniques of differing 
illusions found in art and architecture and develops a program from this 
analysis. The chosen program for the project is to design a library which ties 
in with the narrative of illusion with the siting of the project being on a still 
body of water with surrounding land mass (lake). The project being almost 
site-less is intentional to create a field or canvas for illusion to occur.  

 

A I M S  A N D  O B J E C T I V E S  

This project hopes to bring illusions into notoriety through an architectural 
medium. Investigating how visual illusions have been used previously, and 
currently, in the realm of art and architecture, and how this can be used to 
produce illusory architectural form and space.  Being able to exploit the illusory 
techniques identified through the process for their visual properties and 
applying them to architecture through design drawings and modelling. The 
objective is to develop a large foundation of knowledge of visual illusions that 
can be explored to a high degree. The result hopes to be a large-scale public 
building which would suit the needs of notarizing illusions with strong public 
interest. A building, in the end case a library, that speaks mostly for itself 
through its visual properties and architectural resolve. 

 

R E S E A R C H  Q U E S T I O N  

The resulting research question from this research was; 

How can deceptive visual experience be used as a productive architectural 
device? 

 

S C O P E  A N D  L I M I T A T I O N S  

To prove that ‘deceptive visual experience’ or ‘illusions’ can be a productive 
tool in architecture, a key part of this project will be to produce a precedent 
library of buildings or artistic renditions of illusory techniques found through 
various forms of research. The precedents will be broken down and analysed 
through the techniques used and how they have been presented. The analysis 
will take place in the form of architectural application and a breakdown of how 
they are illusory. Once a comprehensive, analytical library has been built up, 
this will serve as a base testament to the prolificacy of deception in architecture. 
This research will then stand as a foundation for the techniques further 
developed through the design phases, continuously adding to the library until 
finally reaching the final design which will encompass illusion and deception 
as the driving force for the architectural resolution.  

To produce a successful outcome the project will intend to cover primarily 
visual illusions, thus not delving deep into auditory or tactile illusions. With a 
focus on the visual aspect of the illusion spectrum the project will be able to 
go into much greater detail the different types visual illusions and how they can 
potentially influence form and space. The final product should not only be 
deceptive but also a functional piece of architecture, not ignoring the 
programmatic qualities that architecture should possess. The user should be 
able to feel both the sensation of the aesthetic form as well as a unique 
experience that individualises the architecture that also becomes an experience 
to share. Each user may see or feel completely different in and around a space 
depending on their depiction of the reality created. The project will not look 
to impose emotions onto people but instead remain open to interpretation. To 
create an architectural piece that invokes conversation and arousal of minds to 
create their own image of the reality before them. 
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C U R R E N T  S T A T E  O F  K N O W L E D G E  

Investigating initially into the theories that had developed in the history of 
hallucination and illusions, a useful text to provide this insight was, Sensation 
and Perception In The History of Experimental Psychology by Edwin Boring. It 
provides a very useful depiction of the developments of visual illusions in the 
chapter ‘Beginnings of Visual Sensation’3. Boring mentions the representation of 
the phenomenological attitude towards visual research that was maintained by 
Ewald Hering, the inventor of the ‘Hering’ illusion. Hering, one of the greatest 
names in visual science at the time, was then to influence Georg Elias Muller 
holding a similar view on the experimentation of visual problems with respect 
to phenomenology. However, Boring argues, through to the 20th century, 
phenomenology “has been lost in a mass of technical experimentation. It exists 
only in the problems of visual perception that the Gestalt psychologists 
consider”4. The point of vision thus shifted from the phenomenal to the 
physical. Hering and Muller therefore went on to study the attributes of 
“immediate visual experience”5. The inner workings of optics and how we 
immediately perceive something visually, the dimensions of the stimulus that 
are correlated with the attributes of the illusions (the phenomena). This 
describes the transition of the understanding of how optics work using visual 
illusions and phenomena. During the mid to late 19th century the main interest 
of vision was based around theories of colour and how that was the stimulus 
to produce a phenomenon. This then dwindled away as science developed the 
understanding of optics that transferred the concern over the image or visual 
to its processing within the eye, “the dependence of a phenomenon upon its 

 
3 Edwin Garrigues Boring, Sensation and Perception in the History of Experimental 
Psychology (New York: Irvington Publishers, 1977), 97-125. 
4 Edwin Garrigues Boring, Sensation and Perception in the History of Experimental 
Psychology (New York: Irvington Publishers, 1977), 120. 
5 Edwin Garrigues Boring, Sensation and Perception in the History of Experimental 
Psychology (New York: Irvington Publishers, 1977), 120. 
6 Edwin Garrigues Boring, Sensation and Perception in the History of Experimental 
Psychology (New York: Irvington Publishers, 1977), 121. 

conditions in the stimulus.”6 The idea of the ‘stimulus’ thus has moved from 
the external world in the 19th century to the retina in the 20th century. 

It is a fact of neuroscience that everything we experience is a figment of our 
own imagination. Further development now in the 21st century of neuroscience 
and the understanding of the mind has imposed a second migration of the 
stimulus. From the retina to the brain (the mind). Susana Martinez-Conde and 
Stephen Macknik (Professors of Ophthalmology, Neurology, Physiology and 
Pharmacology) in their book Champions of Illusion discuss the science behind 
illusions and how we perceive them. They supply the notion that “illusions 
show us that depth, color, brightness, and shape are not absolute terms but are 
subjective, relative experiences created actively by our brain’s circuits.”7 Thus 
implying that everything we experience on all sensory levels, not just visual, are 
unique to ourselves and that illusions as phenomena are the way in which we 
may perceive something in a way which is evidentially different from physical 
realities. 

Another benefit of visual illusions is that they exercise your brain. This may 
seem like a foreign concept, however, like most things we need to practice 
improving its capabilities. Illusions can help in this respect.8 They can help 
improve alertness, concentration, and all facets of cognitive thinking such as 
visual and auditory processing, memory, logic and reasoning and more. There 
is even a link to mental exercises being able to reduce the effects of Alzheimer’s 
in patients by “stimulation of the mind” that increases the number and strength 
of connections between the brain cells, strengthens the brain cells one has, and 

7 S. Martinez-Conde and Stephen L. Macknik, Champions of Illusion: The Science behind 
Mind-boggling Images and Mystifying Brain Puzzles (New York: Scientific 
American/Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2017), 4. 
8 "Test Your Brain with These Optical Tricks - Benefits of Optical Illusions," 
Benefits Of, February 09, 2018, accessed September 19, 2018, 
https://benefitsof.com/optical-illusions-test-benefits-of-optical-
illusions/#OpticalIllusions1. 
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even increases the number of brain cells slightly.”9 This project however, not 
dealing with these properties of health illusions. 

Although overall visual illusions are thought to have no negative side effects, 
through a prolonged induction of a very heavy or intense illusion one might 
become dizzy putting strain on your eyes.10 However the illusions that would 
have this effect would not be the core subject of this research project. 

There has always been a great interest 
in visual illusions throughout history. 
In Miriam Milman’s Trompe L’Oeil: 
Painted Architecture she talks about 
how the use of Trompe L’Oeil has 
transitioned from art into 
architecture. Trompe L’Oeil, being 
French for ‘trick of the eye’ can 
change the perception of a space to 

give a false illustration of what is perceived as reality. Milman continues by 
saying that “with the Hall of Perspectives painted by Baldassare Peruzzi about 
1512, one understands the importance of trompe-l’oeil architecture and its 
fundamental role in the definition of space.”11 Here Milman describes how 
artistic renditions of Trompe L’Oeil applied in architecture can morph a space 
creating new boundaries and perceived ideas of the space that you are in.  

 
9 DementiaCareCentral.com, "Lifestyle Changes That Prevent or Slow the 
Progression of Alzheimer's & Other Dementias," Dementia Care Central, September 
01, 2018, accessed October 01, 2018, 
https://www.dementiacarecentral.com/aboutdementia/facts/risk/. 
10 Ryan Phelan, "Can Optical Illusions Damage Your Eyes? - Our Insight Powered 
by Ameritas," Our Insight, December 21, 2016, accessed September 28, 2018, 
https://www.ameritasinsight.com/wellness/vision/can-optical-illusions-damage-
your-eyes. 
11 Miriam Milman, Trompe-L'Oeil, Painted Architecture (New York: Skira, 1986), 38. 

Other techniques of illusion used in architecture include anamorphosis. 
Anamorphosis is the distorted projection of an image that may appear normal 
from all angles except one particular viewpoint or mirrored angle where a new 
image is produced.12 The origins of anamorphic images date back to the 15th 
and 16th century, the most famous of which being The Ambassador painted by 
Hans Holbein in 1533, a painting with anamorphic skull on the ground of the 
artwork. In the book Formal Methods In Architecture and Urbanism by David Leite 
Viana, Franklim Morais and Jorge Vieira Vaz, they discuss the history of 
anamorphic images and how they have influenced three dimensional use in art 
and architecture. “Anamorphic projection techniques in architecture offer the 
potential to create dynamic spatial experiences that are 3-dimensional and go 
beyond simple projections.”13 The idea that anamorphosis in architecture and 
form can create more than what an image on a canvas or even what a 3-
dimensional artwork could create. This is because the anamorphic form would 
be creating space around the user while also having the anamorphic quality 
from a single vantage point in the design which would have to be discovered 
by the user creating multiple layers of engagement.  

An understanding of perception and some illusions that have already 
transpired through architecture serve as the preliminary stage into the 
research and design process. Using this knowledge of perception, the 
illusions created later in the design process are more advanced and these 
known architectural illusions are further developed with a pre-existing body 
of knowledge  

12 “Anamorphosis | Definition of Anamorphosis in English by Oxford 
Dictionaries.” n.d. Oxford Dictionaries | English. Oxford Dictionaries. Accessed 
November 19, 2018. https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/anamorphosis. 
13 David Leite Viana, Franklim Morais, and Jorge Vieira Vaz, eds. Formal Methods in 
Architecture and Urbanism. Google Books. (Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 
2018.) 275. 
https://books.google.co.nz/books?id=ZXFmDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA275&dq=anam
orphosis 
architecture&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjPvbyM3eHeAhWTbn0KHfmvCvAQ6
AEIMzAC#v=onepage&q=anamorphosis architecture&f=false 

Figure 8: Hall or Perspectives 
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M E T H O D  O F  R E S E A R C H  

To begin making judgements the first step in the research process is to 
investigate further into more architectural and artistic precedents, focusing on 
visual illusions as well as any other space and form manipulations that may 
arise from my research. From there this process of illusion and stimulus 
analysis of precedents to identify the range of strategies is used to create a 
design strategy for form and space that create the illusion stimulus in a positive 
manner.  

The design is driven with the intent of creating architecture that educates on 
as well as facilitates the idea illusions in architecture and the positive effect they 
have on the manipulation of perceived space and form. 

Visual illusions as a medium would be driven by all factors of typos, and 
tectonics but not in large topos. The tectonics of the situation lie with how the 
design could potentially be constructed, an impossible tectonic, like that of 
Escher’s Waterfall painting14 where elements are seemingly connected in an 
impossible way. These tectonic elements then become the most influential 
element of the design as many illusion stems from a deconstructed from that 
can be visible as a completed image from a single vantage point. The typology 
of the design is less relevant in the initial stages of research, however, the library 
program that arose had to have a focus on public interaction to again invoke 
this conversation of the conceived reality. The illusory factors will be the main 
design driver that facilitate the programmatic functions of the design, being the 
typology. The physical influence of site on the design would be sunlight, as this 
is a facilitator for many illusions through light, shadows and reflections, as well 
as wind and nearby water which contribute to the illusions.  

 

 
14  “Recognition and Success, 1955-1972,” MCEscher, last modified 13 June, 2019, 
https://mcescher.com/gallery/recognition-success/ 

The corresponding methodology diagram describes the process that was 
intended to be undertaken as the approach to design and research using a three-
scale system and concluding in a critical reflection of all results. 

Dividing the project into three parts allowed for a gradual increase in illusory 
skills and a continuous design development throughout the entire project. 
Starting with a small scaled project first allows for insight in how illusions 
manipulate regular form. The second scale being a medium scaled dwelling 
allows for the project to begin looking at how these techniques now develop 
into architecture. The third and final scale being the large public building would 
only be possible successfully by first attaining the knowledge gained through 
the initial scales of design and research. 
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Figure 105: Methodology Diagram 
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Figure 107: Convex and Concave 

  PRECEDENT SET O NE  7 

 

P R E C E D E N T  S E T  O N E  
 

For each consequential phase of the project, a set of ideas and/or techniques 
will be derived and documented from precedents and written research. This 
allows for the return to these ideas being able to use them in future designs. 
The first set of precedent studies represents the foundation of what is to 
become the overall precedent library for the project. The library serves as the 
bank of techniques and ideas that are represented within various fields of 
illusion that can be utilised through the design aspect of the project.  
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15  Heather Carlsen, “Two Islands’ Award Winning Mark’s House Complete in Michigan,” 
Designboom, September 10, 2013, accessed March 28, 2019, 

M A R K ’ S  H O U S E  

Designed by London based firm Two Islands, Mark’s House was an entry into 
an international competition judged by Museum of Modern Art’s (MOMA’s) 
curator Pedro Gadanho. The design was for a temporary pavilion, and the 
community of Flint, Michigan in the United States of America was excited for 
the project and all the media attention the city had received. The Installation 
was to reside within a parking lot in the city’s public square. The stunning 
render showed the potential for this project to be highly successful as a public 
centrepiece.15 
The project itself is in the shape of a standard house, coated entirely in 
reflective material, which was a 5mm reflective mylar skin. The building was 
supported by an ‘invisible’ plinth also coated in this material. The reflectiveness 
of the plinth allows the ‘house’ to appear as though it is levitating or floating 
in the air. This illusion, although confusing from a distance, incites the 
spectator to come forward to investigate what they believed to be impossible. 
Only then are they able to see how the design functions and are also able to 
learn of another interesting concept buried in the floor of the ‘house’ or the 
ceiling of the plinth. The ceiling was filled with just under 900 lightboxes 
imprinted with images. The light would project downwards at night, 
emphasizing the levitation effect and further hiding the plinth below.  
The initial concept of the design was to have a waterfall-like effect around the 
perimeter of the ‘house’ this would have further masked the plinth and allowed 
for a greater deception of how the ‘house’ was floating. Due to the project 
being crowd funded, the budget was significantly smaller than what would be 
needed to achieve the highest quality outcome. This steered the design 
alterations that led to the removal of the waterfall feature and the use of 
cheaper materials. This cheaper version of the design was not able to withstand 
the weather in Flint, and therefore started to deteriorate with the reflective 
material stripping due to water damage. 

https://www.designboom.com/architecture/two-islands-award-winning-marks-house-
complete-in-michigan/ 

 

Figure 5: Mark’s House 

Figure 6: Mark’s House 
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Figure 7: Mirrors as Transparency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mirrors as an application of an ‘invisible’ foundation could be an effective 
technique to hide obvious structural elements and forcing a new perception of 
the object without its structure. The structure in this instance is the deceptive 
element which creates the illusion.  

 

 

 

Wrapping an entire building in mirror creates a different illusory technique 
where the building then becomes camouflaged within its surroundings. Since 
the mirrors inverted or backwards reflection of objects may seem obviously 
different, the use of this technique is the most effective within forestry due to 
the random sprawl of foliage in a reflection. This is because the random sprawl 
of foliage in a reflection would still be as such.  

Figure 8: Mirrors as Camouflage 
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16 Nina Azzarello, “Alex Chinneck on his Architectural Intervention at London’s Covent 
Garedn,” Designboom, September 22, 2014, accessed March 21, 2019, 
https://www.designboom.com/art/alex-chinneck-intervention-london-covent-
garden-09-22-2014/ 
17 Nina Azzarello, “Alex Chinneck on his Architectural Intervention at London’s Covent 
Garedn,” Designboom, September 22, 2014, accessed March 21, 2019, 

T A K E  M Y  L I G H T . . .  
Standing practically impossible in mid-air was a recreation of the 1930’s old 
market building in London’s Covent garden by Alex Chinneck. As a member 
of the public at the time of the installation you would’ve been able to walk 
around the lower level of the design and feel the materiality below. From both 
the tactile, and visual experience you would be amazed on how the design is 
able to stay supported while being completely separated through the middle.16  

The giveaway is the small cart to the right side of the design. This houses a 
four-ton counterweight that supports the entire cantilevered design. The entire 
top half of the design was also moulded from an expanding foam around a 
lightweight steel frame to lower the weight. The foam was then treated to 
replicate the true materials. This in combination with the true materiality being 
represented on the lower half of the design reinforced the illusion of the 
‘weight’ of the project being supported by seemingly nothing. The project 
blends in with its surroundings but also standing out as a distorted reality in 
hopes “to astound, amuse and uplift anyone that encounters my work.”17  
 
One Chinneck’s other illusions is this seemingly simple pillar design titled 
‘Birth, Death and a Midlife Crisis’. Here Chinneck ties knots in the fabric of 
architecture with an illusion of distorted materiality. Available for viewing in 
the Städtische Galerie Kornhaus in Kirchheim Unter Teck, Germany the initial 
perception of the design was that the wooden pillar curved and twisted over 
itself with fluidity not usually associated with timber. Chinneck wanted to abuse 
people’s perception of the materials, “transcending their material nature.”18 

 

https://www.designboom.com/art/alex-chinneck-intervention-london-covent-
garden-09-22-2014/ 
18 Jenny Brewer, “Alex Chinneck Ties Architecture in Knots with Latest Works,” It’s Nice 
That, February 7, 2018, accessed March 21, 2019, https://www.itsnicethat.com/news/alex-
chinneck-birth-death-and-a-midlife-crisis-knot-architecture-art-070218  

Figure 9: Take My Light but Don’t Steal My Thunder & Birth, Death and a Mid-Life Crisis 
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The false cantilever created through a large counterweight in the main building 
allows for an unexplainable structure. However, at this scale the cantilevered 
section would be uninhabitable due to weight restrictions and therefore this 
technique would be better applied to a smaller scaled cantilever such as a 
‘floating’ mezzanine within a larger building. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The essence of distorted materiality is taking one material such as timber in 
Alex Chinneck’s ‘Birth, Death and a Midlife Crisis’ or brick in this exploration 
above and then applying techniques not associated with the material. The 
stronger the opposition to the properties of each material the stronger the 
illusion will be. The melting brick wall goes against the original properties of 
the structural upright stability of a brick structure which would crumble when 
fallen and not peel. 

  

Figure 10: Counterweighted Cantilever 

Figure 21: Distorted Materiality 
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S H I G E O  F U K U D A  ( 1 9 3 2 - 2 0 0 9 )  

Shigeo Fukuda was an artist who experimented with distorted reality through 
both sculptural exhibitions and 2D works. Fukuda’s ‘Underground Piano’ 
(pictured left) was a great example of this. One where Fukuda exploits human 
perspective and creates an object, in this case a piano, that appears destroyed 
or distorted from all angles apart from one perspective point.  

All the individual elements are projected from one perspective so that it never 
alters the form from the one view point. The mirror then creates a separate 
viewpoint that reflects a perfect piano whilst also being able to see the piece in 
its deconstructed state.  

The exploration of this in architecture could create some exceptionally 
different and interesting forms, the difficulty would be conforming this to the 
potential program of a building and creating functional space as well as an 
interesting form. 

B E L V E D E R E  

Shigeo Fukuda created many other illusions, some of which are directly 
applicable to architecture as they are already miniature built form. An example 
of this is Fukuda’s sculptural creation of M.C Escher’s originally drawn piece 
‘Belvedere’. Upon initial inspection, it appears as if the columns of the building 
are somehow both in-front of and behind one another. Physically, this is 
impossible, you are left in disbelief that the columns can hold the building up 
in this way. Although Escher’s drawing of the same would be easily explained 
because it is not structural form, this is exceptionally deceiving, as visually you 
cannot explain how the building holds its form. At a different perspective the 
impossible becomes possible as the secrets of the columns are revealed, and it 
is shown to be an exploitation of perspective and its depth deception. Like the 
‘Underground Piano’, Fukuda plays with the deceptive qualities of perspective. 
However, this time to create something that appears impossible as opposed to 
the piano which is to appear complete. 

 

Figure 12: Underground Piano 

Figure 13: Belvedere Figure 14: Belvedere 
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The exploitation of perspective can also be done internally. Here the room is 
stretched out along the perspective lines converging on the doorway. This 
forces the perception of a square space directly from the doorway as you enter 
the room. However, the height of the space at the furthermost corner is much 
higher to make up for the distance in perspective. This makes objects appear 
much smaller on that side of the room. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To force the perception of the buildings form from the vanishing point of the 
deception, vantage points must be used. These could be an overlooking 
balcony on an adjacent building with enough distance that from anywhere on 
the balcony you could see the illusion. At a smaller scale this can be achieved 
with a viewing window at the vanishing point. 

 

Figure 15: Spatial Illusion 

Figure 16: Perspective Illusion 
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19 “Insane 51 X Double Exposure 3D Piece,” Molotow, March 9, 2018, accessed April 
5, 2019, https://www.molotow.com/magazine/insane51-x-double-exposure-3d-
piece/ 

I N S A N E 5 1  

A simple yet highly effective technique used by graffiti artist INSANE51 is a 
‘double exposure’ type of 3d image.19 The effect of this piece is to merge two 
images that can also be viewed separately. Inspired from what would usually 
be considered a 3D effect of taking overlapping images and applying colour 
filters to them to make the image appear to you as a single image. However, 
isolating the red and blue filtered light allows you to create two distinguishable 
images that can relate as little or as much as the creator decides. The effect can 
be achieved through either a blue or red film between the image and the 
spectator (similar to 3D cinema glasses), or a blue or red light being projected.  

On the left you can see the two images overlapped as they would be in standard 
daylighting. Below are the two images with LED light being projected across 
them to isolate the individual images. 

The creation of the notion of transparency and being able to see both images 
simultaneously with an ambiguity of depth, unable to discern what is fore and 
what is background. What sets this apart from literal transparency, is its ability 
to focus on one image or the other individually through colour filters or 
lighting. In this instance the overlapping images are both object with no 
background and so the depth effect of this type of illusion could be pushed 
further with an experimental approach on object and background rather than 
overlapping objects. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Insane 51 

Figure 18: Insane 51 Image 1 Figure 19: Insane 51 Image 2 
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This technique allows for the spectator to view one internal space that has 
the potential to appear as two different spaces. The simple rendition above 
shows how applying two different screens can filter in and out parts of the 
interior such as the “X” and “O” shapes. Here the two screens are the façade 
panel and the door panel.  

 

This also has the potential to be done with mass and not just 2D imagery on a 
wall as seen in the second image above. The masses would have to be coloured 
with the corresponding colour screen or light filter applied to them. This allows 
the spectator to view the masses isolated from the juxtaposing colour once the 
filter is applied. 

Figure 20: Spatial Inception 
Figure 21: Hidden Masses 
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20 Mari Griffith, “Art History 101: What is Trompe L’oeil?” Royal Academy, November 30, 
2015, accessed April 9, 2019, https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/article/art-history-101-
trompe-loeil 

T R O M P E  L ’ O E I L  

Trompe L’oeil is French for ‘to deceive the eye’ and is a technique that dates 
to ancient Greece.20 Trompe L’oeil was developed from the earliest anecdotal 
account between painters Zeuxis and Parrhasius. Parrhasius’ painting with the 
illusion of a curtain that was realistic enough to fool spectators into attempting 
to draw it to one side is said to be one of the first Trompe L’oeil paintings. 
Through to the renaissance period, artists started upon a much grander scale 
of Trompe L’oeil. Painted ceilings in combination with perspective were able 
to fool people into perceiving that a space was entirely different to what it was. 
(Example pictured left of Jesuit Church in Vienna by Andrea Pozzo in 1703.) 
Techniques of Trompe L’oeil continued to develop and can be seen most 
prominently today in street art with “painted figures interacting with the fabric 
of our urban environment”21, illusions that appear to create multiple planes of 
reality on a single surface.  

This leads on to the essence of what Trompe L’oeil is creating. Trompe L’oeil 
is an attempt to create the illusion of planes what reside in front of or behind 
the plane of which they are imprinted. This then creates the illusion of new 
space within a surface or form protruding out from that same surface. 

The architectural application of Trompe L’oeil is quite simple as it has already 
been done many times in the past and continues to be used indirectly through 
street art. Inspired from the idea behind Trompe L’oeil and not necessarily the 
direct term is realistic street art that morphs the way we visualise the fabric of 
the external environment. This is done globally including here in New Zealand, 
where artists impressions on a façade can redefine the space that once existed 
outside those walls.  

In figure 23, artist Marc Spijkerbosch has painted his illusion of an aquarium 
beside a playground in Kawerau, New Zealand. This shows how a simple 
illusion such as this one can alter the space in and around the building. 

21 Mari Griffith, “Art History 101: What is Trompe L’oeil?” Royal Academy, November 30, 
2015, accessed April 9, 2019, https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/article/art-history-101-
trompe-loeil 

Figure 22: Trompe L’Oeil 

Figure 33: Playground Aquarium  
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Trompe L’oeil has a straightforward application toward architecture as it can 
be directly applied to a façade as a post-construction treatment of the façade. 
The figure above shows how Trompe L’oeil façade treatment can give the 
spectator an impression of what may lie beyond the façade. This impression 
alone can be illusory as it could represent an impossible interior according to 
the building that surrounds it. 

 

 

Along with exterior façade treatment of architecture, Trompe L’oeil can also 
be used within a building as shown in the painted ceiling of the Jesuit Church 
in Vienna. Rather than the ceiling being painted however, the figure above is 
a representation of the possible application of Trompe L’oeil on an interior 
wall where you can fool the spectator into thinking that something 
unorthodox lies beyond the wall. In doing so, this can also make the space 
feel a lot larger than what traditional conventions would allow. 

  

Figure 24: Exterior Trompe L’Oeil 

Figure 25: Interior Trompe L’Oeil 
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Figure 26: Precedent Set One Drawings 
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C R I T I C A L  R E F L E C T I O N  
P R E C E D E N T  S E T  O N E  

For the first precedent set, the precedents ‘Mark’s House’, ‘Take my Light’, 
Shigeo Fukuda and his designs, ‘Insane 51’ and Trompe L’Oeil were analysed. 
The key concepts, because of this analysis were;  

• The creative use of mirrors  
• Deception using materiality  
• Counterweights  
• Perspective illusion  
• Projection through and from vanishing points  
• The isolation of elements through filters  
• Trompe Lóeil and its ability to expand or contract a space, as well as 

its ability to create an illusion of what lies beyond. 

The first precedent, Mark’s House, represented the idea of reflection. Using 
mirrors to reflect the surroundings of the building rendering it almost invisible. 
A technique that is seen to be used elsewhere in a more effective environment 
such as a dense forest area with constantly repeating arbitrary elements that 
would camouflage with their mirrored reflection. Techniques derived from this 
are then the use of mirrors to create levitation and camouflage. 

Alex Chinneck, an artist who pushes materials beyond their preconceived 
parameters, breaks the idea of perception of well-known materials and objects. 
Using materials as the illusion Chinneck can fool spectators into believing in 
impossible cantilevers and the bending of material in unnatural ways. The 
fabric of a building, therefore, can become the illusion as well as the form that 
it holds. Counterweighted cantilevers, and distorted materiality makeup what 
the two precedents from Chinneck that were chosen, represent. 

Another artist, Shigeo Fukuda, manipulated perspective to his advantage. 
Fukuda was able to create perspectival illusions pushed through vanishing 
points which then create a vantage point for the spectator to be able to view 

the illusion. The creation of an object or building that appears complete from 
one angle but appears to be an exploded version from all other angles. Fukuda 
also projects entire elements along perspective lines in his ‘Belvedere’ that 
creates an ambiguity of depth between separate elements. Not being able to 
discern what is in front and what is behind. 

Graffiti artist INSANE51, rather than creating the ambiguity of depth, directly 
overlays elements to create a transparent illusion and then isolates these 
elements to make them appear separate. This can have interesting crossovers 
into architecture where you may filter out elements of a design depending on 
the location of the spectator who is viewing it. 

Trompe L’oeil, a common illusion among artists found its way into architecture 
during the renaissance and has many uses in architecture even today. The ability 
to shift the boundaries of a space through an imprinted wall or to be able to 
fool the spectator into thinking a building’s interior is entirely different to its 
reality are both effective and easily applied techniques. 

 

Points identified:  

- Mirrors as camouflage 
- Mirrors to create levitation 
- Material as illusion 
- Counterweights 
- Perspective illusion through vanishing point 
- Perspective projection from vanishing point 
- Isolation of elements through filters 
- Trompe L’oeil to expand/contract space 
- Trompe L’oeil illusion of what lies beyond 
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DESIGN  PHASE  O NE  
Figure 109: Waterfall 
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D E S I G N  P H A S E  O N E  
S M A L L  S C A L E  

Stage one of the design process is to take initial techniques found through 
research and precedent studies thus far and apply them to a simple, commonly 
found form. For this project the chosen form was a furniture element, a chair 
or a table, and taking this basic form and distorting it in ways which represented 
the illusory techniques. The purpose of this phase is to attempt to gain an 
understanding of the techniques and how they can alter form within space. The 
explorations would be done firstly through sketches then moving on to 
physical models. Thereafter not only will this become an exploration of the 
techniques in form, but also an investigation of the construction of these 
techniques and how they come together to create the deception. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ‘Deconstructed Table’ utilises Alex Chinneck’s technique of 
deconstruction and breakdown of materials. Being what appears to be a 
collapsed table, the glass top sits balanced on four corners and supported by 
three legs. The deception of stability, or in this, instability is then created. 

 

Taking another of Chinneck’s techniques of counterweighting, it becomes a 
cantilevered table with a counterweight imbedded in the ground. What adds to 
the illusion is the partial side that makes the object look incomplete or broken 
and therefore becomes the deceptive piece of the object. 

Further experimentation into the deception of structural integrity brings about 
the ‘Imbalanced Chair’ above. Simple enough, the idea of skewing all elements 
of a design apart from the functional piece creates this illusion of instability in 
a different way to the ‘Deconstructed Table’. 

  

Figure 27: Deconstructed Table 

Figure 28: Cantilevered Table 

Figure 29: Imbalanced Chair 
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Marks house used mirrors to mask part of the design, and here the same idea 
of masking is used in a slightly different way. Rather than using mirrors to 
reflect the background onto the object and therefore camouflaging it, the same 
effect can be achieved if the object is rendered the same texture as the 
background. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where Shigeo Fukuda exploits perspectival illusion in his ‘Underground 
Piano’, this concept was to take the form of a chair and then distort it along a 
separate vanishing point. This vanishing point would then become the vantage 
point where the normal form of the chair could be viewed. A mirror can then 
be used to move the vantage point just as Fukuda did with his Piano. 

 

 

Figure 30: Invisible Chair 
Figure 31: Perspectival Chair 
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22 Dan Evon, “The Levitating Street Performer, Explained,” Snopes, March 28, 2018, accessed 
April 15, 2019, https://www.snopes.com/news/2018/03/28/levitating-street-performer-
explained/ 

Using perspectival illusion 
differently to the previous, you can 
create an anamorphic illusion.  
To do this, masses are arranged so 
that they appear as a complete 
object from one vantage point. 

Similar to the cantilevered table, 
this chair is a simple 
counterweighted illusion derived 
from a street performing trick 
where a person can appear is if 
they are levitating.6 

A model representation of the 
imbalanced chair sketch. 

Mark’s House utilised mirrors to 
camouflage the design. The mirror 
aspect of this concept is used in a 
similar way, however not the whole 
design is covered in mirror. The 
idea was to mask the chair legs, so 
it appears as if the seat itself is 
levitating. 

Figure 32: Anamorphic Chair Figure 43: Counterweight Chair Figure 34: Imbalanced Chair Model Figure 35: Invisible Chair Model 
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C R I T I C A L  R E F L E C T I O N  
D E S I G N  P H A S E  O N E  

Investigating each technique within a standardised form, such as a chair, 
allowed for the investigation into how the techniques themselves are adaptable 
and how each one would alter the original form. This then offered various 
forms that were entirely different to the original and each other.  

The techniques shown here that were investigated include; counterweighted 
cantilevers, misperception of angles, anamorphosis, mirrors and perspective. 
Each investigation presented different challenges and through construction in 
modelled form allowed for a greater understanding of how each technique 
could be later applied to architecture.  

Cantilevers are generally small in comparison to the structure that sits behind 
them and holds them up. Having a hidden counterweight allows for the illusion 
of an impossible cantilever. The cantilevered chair revealed that increasing the 
cantilever led to a larger increase of the counterweight. The counterweight then 
growing exponentially bigger to the point where construction would not be 
possible. The application of the cantilever in Alex Chinneck’s ‘Take My Light 
but Don’t Steal My Thunder’ was possible as the upper half of the design is entirely 
uninhabitable so that it could be very lightweight, which would not be 
appropriate in architecture. 

The imbalanced chair proved to be the simplest illusion out of the selection. 
This was due to the fact that the construction was almost the same as the 
original form of a chair. The only challenge was creating a slanted chair that 
was angled enough to be obvious but not so much that the chair would topple. 
The direct application would be just the same as to not disturb the structural 
integrity of a building but still providing enough of an angle to lead to the 
misperception. 

Anamorphosis is essentially the projection of elements along a perspective line 
creating a vantage point to view the object in its complete state. Whereas, from 
all other angles the object isn’t discernible. The only challenge here was 

changing the size of elements to counteract the diminishing perceived size of 
the elements that have been projected backwards. This anamorphic technique 
can be used to create space in and around the projected objects while also 
maintaining the vantage point illusion. 

The mirrored chair derived from Mark’s House, brought about the challenge 
of what was being reflected. In this case, for the illusion to be successful the 
background itself had to be of the same reflective material to have a continuous 
reflection to camouflage the design. This would not be entirely practical in an 
architectural form and would be better applied to a repetitive site of which 
would not look unusual when mirrored. Camouflaging a material on a 
background of the same would work however on in interior surface and is 
often used and applied to structural elements to hide them within an interior 
space. 

The last iteration in design phase one, and the most successful was the 
perspectival manipulation of the chair. Like the anamorphic chair with the 
projection of elements along a perspective line this concept does the same. 
However, in this model elements are distorted, stretched and compressed 
along the perspective lines but remain in contact with one another. This creates 
an interesting form from elements rather than space between the projected 
elements. The use of the mirror then allows the spectator to view both the 
complete object from the vantage point as well as the manipulated form. 

 

Points Identified: 

- Counterweights size limit 
- Misperceived angles as building structure 
- Diminishing size and space creation of anamorphosis 
- Mirrors context dependant 
- Perspective manipulation to create form 
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Figure 108: Reptiles 
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L I T E R A T U R E  R E S E A R C H  
 

Whilst continuously building on the precedent library it was important to also 
investigate the background theories of perception and other illusory techniques 
that may arise from literature research.   
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T R A N S P A R E N C Y :  L I T E R A L  A N D  
P H E N O M E N A L  

Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky 

 

 

 
23 Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky, “Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal,” 
Perspecta, no. 8, (1963): 45. 
24 Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky, “Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal,” 
Perspecta, no. 8, (1963): 45. 

 

When something is transparent, we assume that it is so light may pass through 
and objects behind the layer of transparency can be clearly seen. In this article 
Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal by Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky they 
break the definition of transparency down even further to am almost 
metaphoric state of transparency and overlapping of planes.23 

Rowe and Slutzky start off by looking at the multiple definitions of 
transparency, from the physical transparent plane such as glass, to overlapping 
‘transparent’ images creating a “contradiction of spatial dimensions”24. This 
defining the basis of phenomenal transparency found in early 20th century 
paintings through to the architectural precedents at the end of the article. There 
is also the transparency of context to reveal unnoticed structural qualities 

Transparency allows the spectator to view multiple planes at once, the implied 
or ‘transparent’ foreground and the elements set behind in the background. 
With overlapping images, you can shift perspective back and forth between 
spatial dimensions. The illusion of depth is then created, differing depending 
on perception being able to visually switch from one depth perception to the 
other where layered “interpenetrate without optical destruction of one 
another.”25  

Literal transparency to Rowe and Slutzky is seen to be a combination of cubist 
panting from the 1910’s and the machine aesthetic of the 1920’s-30’s. In 
comparison, phenomenal transparency would be purely cubist paintings of the 
early 1910’s that can also illustrate both orders of literal and phenomenal 
transparency. This analysis of cubist paintings becomes the basis for which 
they describe literal and phenomenal transparency and deduction of its origins 
that they later analyse in architecture. 

25 Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky, “Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal,” 
Perspecta, no. 8, (1963): 45. 

Figure 37: League of Nations 
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Initial thoughts or interactions with these new definitions of transparency 
begin with Picasso’s The Clarinet Player (pictured left) and Braque’s The Portugese 
(pictured right). Picasso creates depth by utilizing transparency. He does so by 
expressing strong contours that imply a figure independent of the background 
but is transparent, this in turn provides depth to the piece which is eventually 
rendered to the spectator but soon after disappears into the transparent plane 
that is presented.26 A simultaneous viewing of both object and background. A 
literal transparency. Braque on the other hand offers independent viewing of 
both background and object with a more defined grid and more prominent 
tones. The layers of depth are obvious yet the spectator can perceive the 
paintings fore and background simultanuously as well as independently.27 A 
Phenomenal transparency. 

In architecture, Rowe and Slutzky discuss the Bauhaus and its links to 
transparency with the utilization of the translucent qualities of the material 

 
26 Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky, “Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal,” 
Perspecta, no. 8, (1963): 47. 
27 Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky, “Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal,” 
Perspecta, no. 8, (1963): 47. 

glass and how it is very apparent that there are multiple planes that one can 
observe simultaneously. A simple rendition of transparency. The comparison 
then follows with a more complicated representation in Le Corbusier’s Villa 
Garches as phenomenal transparency with ambiguity of depth explored 
through the elevation of the form and continuous lines through and around 
the building. The glass in this building is primarily used for its planar qualities 
and is not the reason for the building’s ‘transparent’ qualities.28 The 
freestanding walls framing the void of the terrace also frame the elevation of 
the building and create the canvas for which the transparency occurs. Each 
element can be read individually off the façade, yet all seem to 
“interpenetrate”29 with one another without taking anything away from the 
opposing elements. This allows the spectator to view the façade as one and 
speculate about its plausible depth. Other techniques derived from Villa 
Garches that reinforce this idea of transparency and ambiguity of depth are the 
contrasting of adjacent elements that deceive the spectator into believing the 
dept of those elements is opposite to its reality. The dark frames around the 
panelled façade and glass elements add to this effect, acting as a false shadow 
for the void and terrace space. 

 
The application of this technique within this project would have to be explored 
further through experimentation in order to gain a greater understanding of 
how it could be applied.  

28 Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky, “Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal,” 
Perspecta, no. 8, (1963): 50. 
29 Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky, “Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal,” 
Perspecta, no. 8, (1963): 50. 

Figure 38: Picasso’s The Clarinet 
Player 

Figure 39: Braque’s The Portuguese 

Figure 50: Le Corbusier’s Villa Garches 
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P I R A N E S I   
[ T H ] R E A D I N G  T H E  R E P O S I T O R Y  

Flora Kwan 

 

 

 

 

 

 
30 Flora Kwan, “[Th] Reading the Repository,” (M.Arch., Unitec Institute of 
Technology, 2014), 28, https://unitec.researchbank.ac.nz/handle/10652/2584 

Flora Kwan is a past student of Unitec and through her final year thesis project 
has developed an extensive analysis of Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s techniques 
in his creation of the Carceri d’Invenzione (Imaginary Prisons) and a 
translation of those into architecture. 

Some of the techniques identified in Kwan’s work include a collision of 
perspectives and impossible realities in combination with techniques such as 
framing, visual circulation aid, structural direction as a transition between 
circulations and multiple planes and tones to create depth and swift erratic 
movements of elements further emphasizing visual circulation. These 
techniques layered with strong contrasts of lighting with ambiguous sources, 
elements with differing perspective angles30 , an impossibility only conceived 
in drawn form. For the purpose of this project the collision of perspectives 
could be translated into a physical illusion of multiple vanishing points 
designed to be viewed from a specific vantage point such as a drawing is a 
forced perspective at one given point. Kwan also shows how Piranesi creates 
the impression of depth behind a non-transparent plane such as a grate, door 
or window within the structured chaos. 

A prominent technique that Kwan identified was infinite circulation of space 
by maintaining asymmetrical diagonals that do not display a centre and so it is 
possible to expand infinitely, spilling into new unexplored spaces. However, 
framing does provide an implied boundary of enclosure and space.31 This 
technique could be implicated within the interior planning of a building in 
future design work. 

  

31 Flora Kwan, “[Th] Reading the Repository,” (M.Arch., Unitec Institute of 
Technology, 2014), 28, https://unitec.researchbank.ac.nz/handle/10652/2584 

Figure 41: Prisons of the Imagination 
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P A I N T E R  A S  C R I T I C  

: 

S P A C E  I N  C O L O U R  

S P A C E  I N  P A I N T I N G  A N D  
A R C H I T E C T U R E  

Patrick Heron 

 
Figure 42: Patrick Heron, Five Discs: 1963 

 

 

 

 
32 Mel Gooding, Painter as Critic: Patrick Heron – Selected Writings, (Tate, 1998), 86. 

In the section Space in Colour in Patrick Heron’s Painter as Critic it is of his belief 
that colour unavoidable as a special tool for artists. This is created through 
juxtaposing colours painted on or beside one another as it is impossible not to 
create the illusion of depth since one colour will always appear closer than the 
other. To Heron it is the role of colour to push back and bring forward 
elements on a canvas to create ‘pictorial space’. “The good painter is always as 
much concerned with the ‘spaces between’ his represented objects as with 
those objects themselves.”32 The idea that the painter was to organise 
illusionistic representations of objects from outside the canvas into space in a 
new and distinctive manner. Subconsciously dealing with spatial 
considerations. So, in a sense the painter becomes the architect of a canvas, 
arranging spaces with colours and tones creating the illusion of depth and 
space. 
In Space in Painting and Architecture Patrick Heron goes on to describe the links 
to his colour theories and spatial definitions to architecture. Heron explains 
that some buildings such as Mies Van Der Rohe’s designs use façade and 
material as a bleak definition of space with no significance, a transparent 
definition of space. As a comparison he offers Frank Lloyd Wright’s 
architecture which uses the exterior and its materials to adorn the space that 
they define. “Good building should reconcile the nature of space and the 
nature of solid material.”33 
Patrick Heron believed that before the war there was less spatial awareness in 
painting using cubist paintings as an example of this lack of spatial awareness. 
Instead they attempted to deny the spatial necessities through transparency in 
forcing every aspect of a painting onto a single plain such is phenomenal 
transparency mentioned earlier. Post-way art to Heron seemed to acknowledge 
the spatial medium in painting. More exploration into material qualities, 
comparison to architecture saying that post-war paintings are more like Frank 
Lloyd Wright’s architecture and the former is Mies. This is explored on canvas 
through thicker paint, ‘vibration of space’ arising from the surface. Rhythmic, 
with a heavier impulse derived from the senses.  

33 Mel Gooding, Painter as Critic: Patrick Heron – Selected Writings, (Tate, 1998), 76. 
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V I S U A L I T Y  F O R  A R C H I T E C T S  

Branko Mitrovic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
34 Branko Mitrovic, Visuality for Architects: Architectural Creativity and Modern Theories of 
Perception and Imagination, (University of Virginia Press, 2013). 
35 Branko Mitrovic, Visuality for Architects: Architectural Creativity and Modern Theories of 
Perception and Imagination, (University of Virginia Press, 2013). 

Branko Mitrovic in his ‘Visuality for Architects presents a comprehensive and 
historical analysis of perception, more specifically visual perception and its 
inherent links to architecture.  

Psychologist Ian Gordon produced perception research literature in the 1950’s 
where he believed perception was being tricked in ways which revealed the 
involvement of knowledge, experience and familiarity.34 The architectural 
articulation of this view, that perception was inseparable from knowledge, 
beliefs and experience was presented by Christian Norberg-Schulz.35 Schulz, in 
his book Intentions in Architecture, was unconvincing to Branko Mitrovic with his 
examples of early Christian churches representing the heavenly Jerusalem or 
that of contemporary gothic cathedrals which were perceived as heaven. 
Mitrovic explained that these claims could only be arbitrary guesses and not 
actual meaning. If people agreed that there is aesthetic value to these buildings 
but no certainty of meaning, then surely ‘meanings’ “are irrelevant for aesthetic 
judgement.”36  

Ernst Gombrich was a more influential spokesperson on new look psychology, 
his work creating more interest than that of Schulz. In Gombrich’s book Art 
and Illusion (1960) he created the idea that “all thinking is sorting, classifying” 
and “all perceiving relates to expectations and therefore to comparisons.”37 
However holes were formed in Gombrich’s theories, in particular a problem 
which he could never solve of two balls, one red and one blue. If perception 
was classification and that you could not perceive independently of 
classification, then how would it be possible to perceive and classify two 
different coloured balls as you must perceive the properties of the two balls 
before and independently of classification. The reason this debunked 
Gombrich was because you can not perceive and object for the classification 

36 Branko Mitrovic, Visuality for Architects: Architectural Creativity and Modern Theories of 
Perception and Imagination, (University of Virginia Press, 2013), 18. 
37 Ernst Gombrich, Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation, 
(Princeton University Press, 2000), 301. 

Figure 43: Duck or Rabbit? 
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of its properties because then you would not be perceiving the object for its 
real properties and merely its objectified classification. 

Moving through to the later part of the 20th century, thoughts on 
deconstruction arose and through French cultural influence cognition and 
thought were seen to be inseparable from language. This implied that all 
thought or ideas (perceptions) must be described verbally. This is another 
disregard for the visual aspect of perception, and something very prominent in 
architectural theory today. 

As a former lecturer at Unitec, Mitrovic was familiar with the learning process 
of architecture students and believed architecture, especially for teaching has 
turned away from any purely visual aspects. A rejection of the visual where 
“purely visual properties are not enough to justify the work”38. The idea that 
the story or meaning behind the architecture is more important than the 
architecture itself. Modern theories of perception have moved passed this to 
the point where they “fully legitimize purely visual architectural interests.”39 
Mitrovic believes that for perception in architecture to move forward into the 
present frame of mind “it needs to take into consideration the result of modern 
research in these fields”40, and not lean back on outdated historical research. 

This argument for visual perception and being able to legitimize purely visual 
representations in architecture forms a strong position for this research project. 
Illusions are a visual deception, where a description or meaning does not 
necessarily increase the effectiveness of the illusion. The idea is to create a 
balance between visual representation and meaning as reinforcement but not 
the main driver for the design. 

  

 
38 Branko Mitrovic, Visuality for Architects: Architectural Creativity and Modern Theories of 
Perception and Imagination, (University of Virginia Press, 2013), 14. 
39 Branko Mitrovic, Visuality for Architects: Architectural Creativity and Modern Theories of 
Perception and Imagination, (University of Virginia Press, 2013), 24. 

40 Branko Mitrovic, Visuality for Architects: Architectural Creativity and Modern Theories of 
Perception and Imagination, (University of Virginia Press, 2013), 24. 
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PRECEDE NT SET TWO  
Figure 110: Ascending and Descending 
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P R E C E D E N T  S E T  T W O  
 

The second set is a continuation of the precedent library with a different 
variety of techniques derived from projects and the categorised for potential 
use in the design phases.  
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41 Daniel Swanick, “Architectural Optical Illusion Makes Church Disappear,” Swanick, July 2, 
2015, accessed May 28, 2019, https://danielswanick.com/architectural-optical-illusion-church/ 

R E A D I N G  B E T W E E N  T H E  L I N E S  

This church located in Borgloon, Belgium, was designed by local firm Gijs Van 
Vaerenbergh, and was a collaboration between the architects Pieterjan Gijs and 
Arnout Van Vaerenbergh.41 Intended as a statement about one third of all 
Belgians not identifying with a specific religion, the church stands as an empty 
building highlighting the “emptying-out”42 of churches. The church consists 
of over 30 tons of steel, and 2,000 spacers that are used as columns to hold the 
steel plates up. The steel plates spaced out over 10 metres create the form of a 
church which sits on a concrete pad and can be entered through the open 
threshold at the front of the design. 

Having a hollow façade such as this allows for light to penetrate through 
making it as appear as if the light is bending around the building. The church 
then appears to disappear into the background, allowing you to read the form 
and the background simultaneously. This effect can be produced due to the 
small size of the spacers meaning at a distance they are small enough to be 
unnoticeable within the façade. The horizontal steel plates aligned with the 
horizon line are parallel with the spectator’s vision and are designed to 
disappear because they become a thin line within the façade. All of this adds 
to the creation of the dissolving building. 

Viewed from the inside in the bottom figure, the emptiness of the façade is 
clear as light can flood the building and you have clear views outside. The 
bottom figure also shows how through altering the width of the façade you can 
create the impression of windows on the building. The architects also have 
complete openings in the façade that act as open windows reinforcing the idea 
of it being a building even though it is mostly a hollow shell.  

  

42 Daniel Swanick, “Architectural Optical Illusion Makes Church Disappear,” Swanick, July 2, 
2015, accessed May 30, 2019, https://danielswanick.com/architectural-optical-illusion-church/ 

Figure 44: Reading Between the Lines 

Figure 45: Reading Between the Lines Interior 
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Using horizontal slits, the same effect of the Mark’s House can be achieved 
where a plinth as such is able to appear invisible or in this case disappear into 
the background. This create the effect of levitation for the above mass. 
Unfortunately, it would only achieve this result when the spectator’s eye level 
is aligned with the section that wishes to disappear into the background as the 
spectator themselves dictates the horizon line. 

 

The same illusion can be upheld across multiple forms at varrying distances 
and sizes so long as the horizon line matches from the spectators specified 
vantage point.   

Figure 46: Dissolving Plinth 

Figure 47: Hollow Masses 
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43 Linda, “The Gateway Singapore: Futuristic Architecture at its Best,” accessed May 30, 2019, 
https://www.aswesawit.com/the-gateway-singapore-architecture/ 
44 Linda, “The Gateway Singapore: Futuristic Architecture at its Best,” As We Saw It, accessed 
May 30, 2019, https://www.aswesawit.com/the-gateway-singapore-architecture/ 

G A T E W A Y  B U I L D I N G S  

The two buildings named The Gateway East and The Gateway West were 
designed by U.S. based architect I.M. Pei and was built in 1990.43 The two 
skyscrapers are 37 storeys tall and sit within the downtown core of Singapore 
called by the locals as the “two towering cardboard boxes”.44 The buildings 
received this nickname by their obvious square edged box shapes that together 
are meant to represent a gateway. Another point to note is that the buildings 
were also said to have bad Feng Shui due to their sharp blade like edges and 
because of this a Feng Shui master was brought in to help make several 
adjustments to the masterplan to compensate for this excess of negative 
energy.45  

No matter the energy surrounding the buildings, the buildings from an 
architectural perspective, stand as a very modern-contemporary examples with 
clean lines and sharp edges. Viewing the buildings parallel to one of the angled 
facades, gives the illusion of making the buildings appear peculiarly flat. It is 
almost as if the building become two-dimensional and continuous glass around 
the edges adds to this illusion by allowing it to flow through into the 
background. Not only does the glass spill out into the background but can also 
act as a reflective separation making it possible to achieve the same dissolving 
effect as the church Reading Between the Lines.46 The two-dimensional illusion 
comes purely from these acute angles at the ends of each building that allow 
the spectator to position themselves into viewing them this way.  

If you were to first come across these buildings and view them in their two-
dimensional capacity, you would be confused as to how the planar building 
seems to be supported and where the back end of it had disappeared too.  

45 Linda, “The Gateway Singapore: Futuristic Architecture at its Best,” accessed May 30, 2019, 
https://www.aswesawit.com/the-gateway-singapore-architecture/ 
46 Daniel Swanick, “Architectural Optical Illusion Makes Church Disappear,” Swanick, July 2, 
2015, accessed May 28, 2019, https://danielswanick.com/architectural-optical-illusion-church/ 

Figure 48: The Gateway 

Figure 49: The Gateway 
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The two-dimensional illusion of the building is further emphasised by a second 
more regular form creating a contrast of dimensions. Unlike a lot of other 
vantage point illusions, this technique creates a much larger vantage point 
where the building can appear two-dimensional along the entire façade.  

 

Using multiple buildings with the same technique can create a forest of two-
dimensional planes that appear completely flat, an illusion that confuses the 
spectator as to not know how the building stands or whether it is a building at 
all or just a flat impression of one. The vantage point, when multiple buildings 
of the same are introduced, is decreased significantly to a single point and 
therefore would be a lot less effective for a larger number of spectators. 

Figure 60: 2.5D Masses Figure 51: Hidden Mass Revealed 
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Figure 53: Che 
 

47 Michael Murphy, “Perceptual Art: The Work of Michael Murphy,” Perceptual Art, accessed 
May 31, 2019, https://www.perceptualart.com/portfolio.html 
48 Shivali Best, “When Science Meets Art: Mind-Bending Sculptures Play with Perspective to 
Create Unbelievable Optical Illusions,” Daily Mail, July 17, 2016, accessed June 2, 2019, 

P E R C E P T U A L  S H I F T  

Perceptual Shift is an art installation done by Brooklyn, New York based artist 
Michael Murphy. Murphy specialises in projects that have multiple perceptions, 
shown here are his artworks titled Perceptual Shift (fig 52) and Che (fig 53).47  

The first design, Perceptual Shift, was made with 1,252 wooden balls of varying 
sizes suspended from the ceiling at very specific locations and heights to be 
able to form the eye from a single vantage point.48 Like Shigeo Fukuda’s 
perspective manipulation of pushing and pulling elements along perspective 
lines this could be said to have been made the same way. However, here the 
balls are entirely their own element and form a shape only when they come 
together. An eye is depicted, forming from the balls, they are not residual 
materials left after dragging an object through its perspective. This again, can 
create space between elements with no notion of ‘complete’ form until the 
spectator reaches the vantage point. 

In the second set of figures, Murphy’s Che design, rather than forming a 
definition of space behind the projected elements, a second form is created 
perpendicular to the first vantage point. This is created by projecting two 
separate forms through two different vantage points, and then taking the 
overlapping mass from those two pieces. After removing any non-overlapped 
pieces that leaves you with a single form that looks entirely different from the 
two separate vantage points. Being able to suspend the pieces from the ceiling 
as Murphy does allows the piece to become even more of a substantial illusion 
as it looks like a floating print in mid-air that also creates mass between the two 
projected images. 

  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3618310/When-science-meets-art-Mind-
bending-sculptures-play-perspective-create-unbelievable-optical-illusions.html 

Figure 52: Perceptual Shift 
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Another look at anamorphic illusion is seen projected in a conical shape that 
form an image from the point of the cone which becomes the vantage point 
for the spectator. The difficulty comes from projecting elements along the 
ground where a cone is not possible without a slope in the ground in which 
case elevating the projection would achieve the best results. 

 

 

From extruding two separate shapes or forms through one another and then 
only keeping the intersecting elements an entirely new third form is created. 
The resulting form reveals the initial two shapes from corresponding vantage 
points after which they were extruded, in this case a circle and a triangle.  

Figure 54: Anamorphic Masses 
Figure 55: Intersecting Extrusions 
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49 “The Kanizsa Illusion,” Ms Raz, last modified June 10, 2019, http://ms-raz.com/kanizsa-
triangle 

I M P L I E D  S P A C E  

Implied space is the threshold and tensions of space, those that are suggested 
(implied) rather than present. 

The Kanizsa triangle, initially created by Italian psychologist Gaetano Kanizsa, 
is a graphic illusion that implies an invisible triangle within the centre of 3 orbs 
and a second partially drawn triangle. Even though there is no physical triangle 
within the image, the negative space created from the cut-outs are an implied 
space between elements. This works through the brains ability to fill in the gaps 
between images, words or even pieces of thought to be able to create 
something complete and comprehendible.49 

T A D A O  A N D O  

An architect who tends to create buildings with lots of implied spaces is Tadao 
Ando. A prime example of this is Tadao Ando’s Nariwa Museum of Art (fig 
57). The museum resides in Okayama, Japan and was inspired by the works of 
impressionist painter Torajiro Kojima, his paintings make up the majority the 
museum’s collection.50 

The building is made up of mainly concrete mass that seemingly blend into 
landscape and the lake beneath it with a still water reflection that appears to be 
a part of the building. These concrete masses not only define the interior space 
of the museum but give the impression that they are extruded beyond their 
boundaries which gives the effect of blending into the landscape. These 
extrusions, the walls beyond the main perimeter of the building, can be seen to 
not physically define specific space but instead imply the notion of further 
spaces being established. Open spaces barely defined by object-like walls. This 
begs the question of how far the implication of space can be pushed and how 
many of the defining forms can be erased before they no longer imply a space 
that can be understood.  

50 “Nariwa Museum,” Wikiarquitectura, last modified June 12, 2019, 
https://en.wikiarquitectura.com/building/nariwa-museum/ 

Figure 56: The Kanizsa Illusion 

Figure 57: Nariwa Museum of Fine Arts 
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A prominent section Tadao Ando’s Nariwa Museum that creates implied space 
is the lone wall standing on the water’s edge connected to the main building by 
a single beam.51 Here the space between the building and the wall becomes a 
separate space than that beside the wall. This is due to the partial framing of 
the wall to the building and the feeling of enclosure still being satisfied by a 
single wall and beam. 

 
51 “Nariwa Museum,” Wikiarquitectura, last modified June 12, 2019, 
https://en.wikiarquitectura.com/building/nariwa-museum/ 

 

Taking just the framework of the previous drawing of implied space taken from 
the Museum, it forms the basis of a cube. Here you can see that the framing of 
a space alone, even without solid walls, the creation of space is still possible in 
its implied nature. This time creating two seemingly separate spaces above and 
below.  

Figure 58: Implied Space Extension Figure 59: Sculptural Implied Space 
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52 “Our Top 5 Favorite Polycarbonate Designs from Around the World,” Extechinc, June 22, 
2017, accessed June 25, 2019, https://extechinc.com/top-5-favorite-polycarbonate-designs-
around-world/ 

L A B A N  D A N C E  C E N T R E  

The Laban Dance Centre in south-east London, was designed by renowned 
swiss architectural firm Herzog & de Meuron. The Dance Centre was built in 
2003 and is one of Europe’s largest dance institution, the building itself being 
praised for having “the same movement, youth, agility, [and] pizzazz,”52 as the 
students dancing within.  

Shaped to the contours of the sight and the rolling hilled garden the building’s 
façade serves as its most interesting and relevant factor for this research project 
because of the effects that it produces. The combination of glass and 
polycarbonate façade allows for different filtrations of light between the 
juxtaposing transparent and translucent materials. The polycarbonate layered 
façade allows for light to enter the building whilst also maintaining privacy, as 
seen in the lower image, the interior of a dance studio. The light fills the space, 
but the wall remains a screen to block out the external environment. The idea 
behind this was for the shadows of the dancers to also be visible dancing along 
the façade of the building to play an active part of the dance centre’s 
architectural identity. The polycarbonate panels also protect against too much 
heat radiation and glare from the sun.53 

The perception of the layered façade also creates a fade effect into the sky, 
making it appear as if the entire building is translucent and disappears into the 
background. This, in combination with the highly reflective glass panels, 
reinforce the idea of transparency as from the lower part of the garden the glass 
reflects an image of the sky.  

53 “Index of Complete Works,” Herzogdemeuron, 2003, accessed June 24, 2019, 
https://www.herzogdemeuron.com/index/projects/complete-works/151-175/160-laban-
dance-centre.html 

Figure 60: Laban Dance Centre  

Figure 71: Laban Dance Interior 
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The vertical panelling along the façade extends the height of the building 
allowing it to blend into the sky. This along with the layered translucency of 
the materials add to the idea that the entire building is translucent and fading 
into the sky. 

 

The layering of both transparent and translucent materials is what allows for 
the dancing silhouettes along the façade at night. Providing privacy for the 
people inside but also a visual insight on the happenings of the building for 
people on the outside.  

Figure 62: Laban Dance Centre Sketch Figure 63: Laban Dance Centre Sketch 
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Figure 64: Precedent Set Two Drawings 
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C R I T I C A L  R E F L E C T I O N  
P R E C E D E N T  S E T  T W O  

The second set of precedents, much like the first, were analysed through both 
drawing and written analysis. These precedents were, ‘Reading Between the 
Lines’, ‘Gateway Buildings’, Michael Murphy’s ‘Perceptual Shift’ and ‘Che’, 
‘Implied Space’ and the ‘Laban Dance Centre’.  

Respectively the key concepts taken from these precedents were;  

• Horizontal slits to create a dissolving effect 
• The illusion two-dimensional buildings 
• Anamorphic projection and intersection 
• Implied space and material layered translucency. 

First on this set to be analysed was the ‘Reading Between the Lines’ church by 
the local firm Gijs Van Vaerenbergh. The horizontal metal plates stacked 
vertically to shape the building as an open façade created the extraordinary 
illusion of the building dissolving into the horizon line, the location of the 
spectator changes where the horizon line sits but the illusion remains from all 
locations. From a closer location the horizontal slits that sit at eye level seem 
disappear as they are seen perpendicular to the edge line and the others above 
and below remain as the spectator can see the face of the plates whether it be 
the top for plates below the horizon or the bottom for plates above. Moving 
further away, more plates are an edge line and the building can appear entirely 
transparent apart from the vertical spacers between each of the plates. 

Second were the Gateway buildings in Singapore’s, simple two-dimensional 
illusion is easily explained through the acute angles hidden behind the façade. 
These angles then allow the spectator to stand parallel to the façade and view 
the building as a two-dimensional standing plane. 

Anamorphic projection has arisen multiple times through research and the 
artist Michael Murphy has great control over this technique in all his works 
whether it be through simple projection or the intersecting of extruded shapes. 

Anamorphic projection is a good application to extend formal aspects of a 
building throughout a site, in turn creating space between elements as well as 
a visual illusion per-se of the pieces coming together at a vantage point. The 
extrusion of shapes however, create a form that encompasses both shapes 
from different angles rather than creating space, the techniques or projection 
and extrusion although similar have opposite functions in architecture, where 
the former creates space the latter creates form. 

Implied space is a much subtler way to create an illusion as opposed to the 
previous anamorphic projection. Here the illusion of space is created rather 
than precisely defined. The very few suggestive pieces only imply the space 
they surround. Tadao Ando’s application of this is simple yet effective in his 
extension of walls beyond their need as well as walls that sit beyond the 
building, connected only by a single beam, both of which suggest space 
between yet do not entirely define it. 

Lastly was the Laban Dance Centre by Herzog & de Meuron. Here the 
architects explored the translucency of material, a layered façade that creates 
the illusion of the building’s translucency as well as a strong connection to the 
blue sky above. The material and its layered application are the tool for illusion 
in this façade and inspires ideas of layering to create illusory effects behind a 
façade. 

 

Points identified:  

- Spaced slits to create transparency & dissolving illusion 
- Acute angles to for 2D illusion 
- Anamorphic Projection 
- Extrusion and intersection 
- Implied Space 
- Translucency from layering 
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DESIGN PHASE TWO  
Figure 111: Bird to Fish 
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D E S I G N  P H A S E  T W O  
M E D I U M  S C A L E  

The second phase of design moves past illusion of object such as the chair 
from the first phase and now looks to create a medium scaled design. One that 
denotes form and space architecturally. To do this a base design derived from 
a previous project was used, a hermitage project. This project during the 
second year of the bachelor’s degree was to create a small dwelling for 1-2 
people of which they could sit, sleep, and stand in the space. The purpose of 
this phase is to look at how some of the techniques identified can be implicated 
on an architectural level and the challenges that arise when doing so. 
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P H E N O M E N A L  T R A N S P A R E N C Y  

 

Initially looking into phenomenal transparency by creating a two-dimensional 
impression of the design to understand how the flattening and illusion of depth 
would occur in a three-dimensional model. 

Rearranging the planes on a flat surface allowed for the creation of the model 
that expressed the desired results of the flattening of façade extrusions. The 
three-dimensional model that follows alters the reality of depth in the three 
different elements. A white trapezoid form, wooden trapezoid form and a 
brown rectangular form with an irregular shaped clear window form above. All 
of which become a gradient of colour from light to dark. 

 

The colouration is much easier to identify with a more contrasted view of the 
model. The framing of the brown rectangular form is derived from Le 
Corbusier’s Villa Stein (Garches). The framed section of this façade creates a 
false shadow effect on the left side of the rectangle. This due to the contrast 
between the timber trapezoid and the black of the frame. The illusion of depth 
is then created through this false shadow, making it appear as though the 
brown rectangle is set behind the timber trapezoid. 

Other effects that reinforce the idea of phenomenal transparency include 
wrapping around of the clear piece of the façade around the timber trapezoid. 
This again implies that the timber section sits ahead of the rest in the 
foreground of the façade. The brown rectangle clashes with the side of the 
timber and mirrors its angle to deceive the spectator into thinking that the 
timber trapezoid is the dominant feature that sits in front of the brown card 
rectangle when it is the opposite. The illusion is only viewed when the spectator 
views the model or building from the direct elevation from a distance to enable 
it to appear in parallel projection. The trick is revealed once the spectator views 
the building from anywhere other than the designated vantage point that stands 
in elevation with the building. 

Figure 65: Phenomenal Transparency 2D Exploration 

Figure 66: Phenomenal Transparency Model 

Figure 67: Phenomenal Transparency Model 
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To gain a greater understanding of some aspects of phenomenal transparency 
a switch in mediums occurred and a recreation of the physical model as a 
computer model facilitated this growth in knowledge.  

 

Here you can see that the darker brown rectangular shape has been raised at 
the bottom, this is to force the spectator into believing it is due to perspective. 
As can be seen with the white trapezoid which is quite obviously set behind 
the light brown trapezoid the bottom edge of the former is higher than the 
latter. This is due to how we see in perspective vision and can be manipulated 
into deceiving the spectator as what is done with this model of phenomenal 
transparency, to help reinforce that illusion.  

 

The true form is revealed when viewed at an angle, as phenomenal 
transparency illusions are designed to be viewed from a direct elevation, to 
flatten the object, or building.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 68: Phenomenal Transparency Computer Model 
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A N A M O R P H I C  P R O J E C T I O N  

 

Anamorphic projection in this concept derived from Michael Murphy’s 
perceptual shift allows for the creation of very large, and literally drawn out 
spaces between the elements of the original design. 

Utilising the previous model from phenomenal transparency a layering of 
illusion is created where from the vantage point you can see both the 
phenomenal transparency on the elevation as well as the completed building at 
the vanishing point of projection for each individual element. 

 

 

Vantage 
Point 

Figure 69: Anamorphic Transparency Computer Model 

Figure 69: Anamorphic Projection Computer Model 
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In plan is where you begin to understand the extents of the spaces that are 
created once each element has been specifically projected out from the vantage 
point.  

For this reason, this technique would be optimal for a base form design in the 
final design phase as its inherent ability to create larger more diverse space from 
an original more simplistic shape or form, whilst creating a vantage point for 
the resolution of the illusion. 

The challenges that arose from creating this model however were the problems 
with projecting along perspective lines from a standard person height in order 
to create the vantage point. This led to perspective lines projecting downwards 
into the ground meaning only the backmost part of the design in this iteration 
is in contact with the ground and all other elements are not supported. This 
can be seen most easily from figure X  

 In order to resolve this issue, the elements could be bridged and connected so 
that the design becomes a large cantilever supported only at the back end that 
contacts the ground. To support the overwhelming cantilever another 
technique could be introduced that came from researching which was the idea 
of a hidden counterweight to balance a seemingly impossible cantilever based 
off Alex Chinneck’s Take my Light, Don’t Steal my Thunder. This idea would 
create an underground section of the design to support the cantilever and again 
creates a layering of illusion in the form of the building. 

   

Vantage 
Point 

Figure 70: Anamorphic Projection Computer Model: Plan View 
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P E R S P E C T I V E  M A N I P U L A T I O N  

 

A similar technique to anamorphic projection is the perspective manipulation 
technique that rather than projects elements, stretches and compresses them 
along the perspective lines originating from the decided vantage point. 

This design works much better at an angled vantage point rather than a parallel 
elevation to be able to create a more complicated form that ranges further away 
from the original. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Intersection 
Point 

Figure 71: Perspective Manipulation Computer Models 
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In plan it is much more obvious with this technique than the previous where 
the vantage point lies. The sections of the form that have been stretched and 
compressed appear to point in the direction of the vanishing point of which 
the vantage point is created. Here, rather than creating largely spread out space, 
this creates a more cohesive large form without the need to connect elements 
across an open space. 

A lot less problems or challenges are presented whilst designing this way as the 
stretching of elements does not project through the ground plane if the 
elements being manipulated are above the eye level. If they are below eye level 
when being stretched, then they can be done so that they cease when they reach 
the ground plane a lot easier than with anamorphic projection.  

The main challenge when manipulating the elements in this way is where 
potential intersections occur when elements cross paths. In this case there were 
no major intersecting elements. However, to solve these issues in future the 
intersections can be hidden behind the materiality of the design camouflaged 
within the complex lines. The idea would be to ensure the success of the 
vantage point whilst also creating a complex hidden form 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Intersection 
Point 

Vantage 
Point 

Figure 82: Perspective Manipulation Computer Model: Plan View 
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I M P L I E D  S P A C E  

 

Utilising an arbitrary arrangement of walls and floors a series of spaces are 
created within the model that are not precisely defined and there for are 
implicative of space rather than a precise boundary. The model explores 
various ways in which these spaces could be created, through extensions of 
walls and partially defining a space to the point where the complete boundaries 
of the space can be perceived as complete.  

Figure 73: Implied Space Conceptual Models 
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Figure 74: Implied Space Conceptual Sketches  
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D I S S O L V I N G  T R A N S P A R E N C Y  

 

The following model drawn from the Belgian church ‘Reading Between the 
Lines’54 was created to further understand how the illusion was created. The 
idea of horizontal slats that dissolve into the landscape along the horizon line. 
The technique creates both an internal experience as well as an exterior illusion. 

  

 
54 Daniel Swanick, “Architectural Optical Illusion Makes Church Disappear,” Swanick, July 2, 
2015, accessed May 28, 2019, https://danielswanick.com/architectural-optical-illusion-church/ 

Figure 75: Dissolving Transparency Conceptual Model Figure 76: Dissolving Transparency Conceptual Model View from Interior’  
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55 Daniel Swanick, “Architectural Optical Illusion Makes Church Disappear,” Swanick, July 2, 
2015, accessed May 28, 2019, https://danielswanick.com/architectural-optical-illusion-church/ 

Although this model was created using the same techniques as the church,55 at 
this scale it was a lot more challenging to be able to recreate the illusion. Mainly 
due to the scale of the model. Utilising a small cardboard scale as seen to the 
left, there is a finite number of horizontals and how thin they can be due to the 
capabilities of the material and its stability in the model. The denser ofa model 
with more horizontal slats leads to the illusion being much more successful 
which is why at such a small scale with cardboard the dissolving effect is much 
less noticeable. 

The different camera angles show how the changing of the horizon line of the 
vantage point alters which parts of the model dissolve into the background.  

 

This section of the model is where the illusion occurs, where the cardboard 
becomes parallel with the horizon line and the adjacent cardboard slats above 
and below result in the same effect where they seem to disappear into the 
background of the image.  

 

The challenges that come with creating this illusory effect were the scale of the 
horizontal slats, a much larger building scale where the slats themselves would 
be a lot thinner in relation to the overall size of the design creates a significantly 
more effective illusion. The other challenge was being able to create a stable 
model whilst not using any consistent column or wall system. The way around 
this was to alternate positions of the spacers so that no spacer would sit directly 
above another and instead would be place to the side, in a brick-like 
arrangement.  

Figure 77: Dissolving Transparency Conceptual Model: Views of Exterior 
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CRITI CA L REFLECTION  
Figure 112: Reflection 
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C R I T I C A L  R E F L E C T I O N  

 

Subsequent investigations starting from a simple pre-existing design allowed 
for further insight into some of the illusory techniques and their applications 
in an architectural context. The new forms resulting from these applications 
developed stark differences to the original. 

The techniques shown here that were investigated include;  

• Phenomenal transparency 
• Anamorphic projection 
• Perspective manipulation 
• Implied space 
• Dissolving transparency.  

The challenges presented in their application facilitates the idea for further 
development in later designs with more knowledge in making these illusions 
work. 

Phenomenal transparency is one of the most subtle techniques that has been 
identified during this project. Experimenting with the design through multiple 
mediums allowed for the growth in knowledge through forcing an illusion of 
depth. The flattening of the façade in elevation creates a vantage point at a long 
distance to the design at a very specific location. A specific location for a subtle 
illusion would not be a successful application of a larger scale as the impact of 
the illusion would be lost on the spectator. The phenomenally transparent 
illusions are more successfully presented as still image elevations and in artists 
paintings and therefore further exploration in this project would not be ideal. 

Some illusions can have a small vantage point while also being successful with 
a large impact on the form of the illusion. One of these is anamorphic 
projection. Anamorphic projection in this application created large open 
spaces between projected elements which converged at the vantage point to 
create the original image of the illusion. Designing through this technique 

provides opportunities for a more unique architectural form and therefore 
would be a good technique to continue exploring in later design process. 

 

Perspective manipulation offers similar opportunities to anamorphic 
projection but rather than creating spaces between elements, the elements 
themselves create a much more compact form being stretched and compressed 
not projected. Complications with using this technique arise when the form 
created can become too obscure to be habitable or structurally improbable. For 
that reason, any future explorations of this technique would need to consider 
this when manipulating a design. 

Implied space is also a subtle illusion; however, it is such in different ways to 
phenomenal transparency. Implied space creates an atmospheric space which 
is recognisable as space but can go by unnoticed as an illusion. This is precisely 
the reason that it is an illusion, because of its deceptive nature in creating this 
space. Using this technique further in the design process would not make a 
huge impact on the result and would instead be additive to other illusions that 
may be already included to provide the larger impact. 

Dissolving transparency has effective uses as a façade application in future 
designs, however its most successful illusory factor is when the entire building 
is made this way. A single façade with this effect would have a transparent 
illusion but the dissolving effect would be lost if not applied to multiple 
connecting façades. This occurs because the dissolving transparency effect 
occurs where the two façades meet, and a more prominent transparency 
illusion is evident when the spectator can look through the entire building 
rather than a single façade.  
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PRO GRAM ANALYSIS  
Figure 112: Spiral Staircase 
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P R O G R A M  A N A L Y S I S  
 

Deciding on the program for the project 
was a process that was ongoing through the 
research of techniques to find a program 
that ties in with illusion. The criteria for the 
program was to be a public building suitable 
for the third and final design phase. The 
resulting function of the building was a 
library.  

A library satisfies the need for a public 
building as well as a connection to illusion 
through the creation of stories in books, the 
illusion of the written world. Books are 
inherently something that can appear 
entirely different to what it is on the inside, 
and this is what brings about the common 
phrase ‘never judge a book by its cover’. 
Incidentally this covers illusion as well. 
Something that you cannot judge purely 
from a singular perspective and that is only 
understood once you have experienced 
more than in multiple ways. 

An initial look into the arrangement of 
spaces needed for a library is seen to the 
right as a bubble diagram. This layout also 
encompasses a special-use space for the 
potential inclusion of a specific niche space 
for illusion or to provide an understanding 
of cognitive functions and how illusions are 
created. 

  

Figure 78: Program Analysis Diagram 
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56 Ernst and Peter Neufert, Architects’ Data, (Wiley Blackwell, 2012), 247. 
57 Ernst and Peter Neufert, Architects’ Data, (Wiley Blackwell, 2012), 247.  

NEUFERTS ARCHITECTS’ DATA 

General data analysis taken from Neufert Architects’ Data include sizing 
of book stacks and isles needed to adequate circulation for public use, 
which is 600mm wide shelving units with 1.5m spacing. Highest shelving 
to be 2.25m for adults and 1.2m for children. Standard sizing being 1.8m 
high with 2.3m width between shelving units.56 

As well as these general data values Neufert’s offers planning 
considerations shown to the left. This scan shows how it is believed a 
medium sized library should be arranged Neufert’s describes the 
functioning spaces of the library as “spread over as few floors as 
possible”57 to ensure the ease of use and transport. For the reading 
spaces adequate daylighting is required with approximately “2.5m2 per 
single workspace. Direct sunlight should be avoided on the bookshelves 
as “heat and radiation destroy paper and bindings”58. However, light in 
moderation or filtered light is acceptable. An important factor is to 
provide “adequate lighting and a view into the open air”59 to create a 
healthy environment for concentrated work and general reading 
purposes. 

 

Other potentially useful data points include; 

• Size of double-sided workspace: 1.4m with 600mm spacing 
• 10,000 volumes for every 300m2 of usable area 
• 1.2m minimum circulation routes for accessibility 

  

58 Ernst and Peter Neufert, Architects’ Data, (Wiley Blackwell, 2012), 248. 
59 Ernst and Peter Neufert, Architects’ Data, (Wiley Blackwell, 2012), 250. 

Figure 79: Functional Scheme of a Medium Sized Library: Architect’s Data 
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60 “Auckland Libraries,” Auckland Council, last modified July 28, 2019, 
https://www.aucklandlibraries.govt.nz/Documents/te-kauroa-full.pdf 

AUCKLAND COUNCIL ATMOSPHERIC DIAGRAMS 

The Auckland council has many plans for its policies on libraries and 
their future in the community.60 The council believe libraries to be one 
of the important aspects of building a great community because of the 
spaces it provides. These spaces are becoming more multipurpose 
community facilities rather than their past counterpart of purely book 
facilities. “They are vibrant, accessible and open places for meeting, 
learning and inspiration.” 61 For these reasons it becomes even more 
clear that a library program is a perfect opportunity to explore the 
techniques throughout this project as its architectural outcome would 
serve as an iconic community functioning building. For a new library to 
become this hub for community interaction, the facilities provided in the 
library must range from private reading spaces to the open spaces for 
meeting people and creativity. The diagram to the left displays the most 
prominent ideologies for Auckland council’s planning for the spaces 
within a library and how they are being used. Placing busy spaces with 
lots of people at the top spaces and quieter spaces for meeting and 
creative action at the bottom, spaces for learning and finding inspiration.  

Accompanying these spatial arrangements are the council’s ideas of the 
collection management with digital libraries being the way of the future 
for most newer books and digital archiving. The accessibility of the 
digital library also needs to be within the library itself providing the digital 
means whether it be computers, tablets, or WIFI for the occupants. 

  

61 “Auckland Libraries,” Auckland Council, last modified July 28, 2019, 
https://www.aucklandlibraries.govt.nz/Documents/te-kauroa-full.pdf 

Figure 81: Changing Nature of Library Spaces 
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62 “Award Winning Devonport Library,” The Building Intelligence Group, last 
modified August 8, 2019, https://thebuildingintelligencegroup.com/projects/award-
winning-devonport-library/ 

DEVONPORT LIBRARY 

The Devonport library was commissioned through an invited competition of 
which the winners Athfield Architects won the commission for the library. The 
building opened in 2015 and was designed as a replacement to the existing 
library on the site. The new design featuring double height ceilings with a 
mezzanine level holds 950m2 of floor space sitting within the same footprint 
of its predecessor.62 

The simple colour and material palette of natural timbers, white walls, and 
black steel frames and trimming through the interior contrast together to create 
the warm, clean and natural ambience of the building. 

The spaces within the library include “a large daylight reading room, 
acoustically separated study spaces, a sunlit browsing space, specific teen and 
children’s areas and a community room that is available after hours for events 
and performances of up to 100 people.” 63 All of this coupled with an outdoor 
reading area that opens the library into the park. 

The arrangement of the spaces is so that one flows through to the next, with 
no hard-physical barriers between the spaces. Apart from the obvious offices 
and private rooms, the building is mainly open plan and flexible spaces with 
strong connectivity to one another so that they have multipurpose functions 
for the community. This being a strong recurring factor in library design for 
flexible open planning permeable spaces that flow through the building. 

 

 

  

63 “Devonport Library,” Athfield Architects, February, 2013, accessed August 9, 
2019, https://athfieldarchitects.co.nz/projects/civic-community/te-pataka-korero-o-
te-hau-kapua-devonport-library 

Figure 81: Devonport Library 

Figure 92: Devonport Library 
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Figure 83: Devonport Library Floor Plan 
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64  “Birkenhead Library,” Arch Office, last modified August 18, 2019, 
http://www.archoffice.co.nz/page_projects_2871  
65 “ArchOffice: Birkenhead Library and Civic Centre,” Architectural, 2010, accessed 
August 18, 2019, https://www.arthitectural.com/archoffice-birkenhead-library-and-
civic-centre/ 

BIRKENHEAD LIBRARY 

Designed by Auckland base architectural practice, Archoffice, the Birkenhead 
library and Civic Centre opened in 2010 as an overly large public community 
building. Large because of its 2,600m2 floor space situated on a reserve site in 
Birkenhead, Auckland. The design was based off a simple “narrative of looking 
through ancient trees that existed on the site”.64 This resonating through the 
façade and the display of solid and void to diffuse light entering the building 
as though it were trees. 

Like the Devonport library, the Birkenhead library offers similar facilities 
within its double height spaces including a mezzanine level. The material 
palette as comparable to the Devonport library utilises timber framed in black 
with the addition of bricks to acknowledge the historic Plunket buildings that 
previously occupied the site.65 On the southern façade a dense perforated white 
screen is used to diffuse the light entry. These perforations both functional and 
aesthetically represent the leaves of the trees, a secondary link to the design 
narrative.  

Spatially the Birkenhead library adheres to the same properties as the 
Devonport library with the open plan space wrapping around the central 
functional rooms with the mezzanine resting above that. However, the 
Birkenhead library implements a bench seat that goes around the entire exterior 
wall of the open plan space, which provides ample seating with a very efficient 
use of space. A very simple yet effective idea that is easy to implement in almost 
any library design.  

 

 

Figure 85: Birkenhead Library 

Figure 84: Birkenhead Library 
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Figure 86: Birkenhead Library Floor Plan 
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66 “Waiheke Island Library,” Archi Pro, last modified September 8, 2019, 
https://archipro.co.nz/projects/waiheke-island-library-pacific-environments-
architects 

WAIHEKE LIBRARY 

The Waiheke library project was undertaken by Architects Pacific 
Environments and completed in 2014. The library is 800m2 and is the only 
library of the three identified here to not have a second level, thus making it 
the smallest as well.66 
With a highly sustainable focussed design outcome the design inspiration came 
from its natural surroundings. Elements are based upon canopies of 
Pohutakawa trees, the angled columns represent the trunks of the tree being 
both the metaphoric and physical structural element of the design. Similar to 
the Birkenhead library, the interior utilises perforated sheets as a recreation of 
the canopies leaf pattern you would see from below the tree. The façade is one 
of the most noticeable parts of the design and is said to “evoke a series of book 
spines”67, paying tribute to the function of the building before you are enter. 
Another notable factor of the façade is the appearance of the undulations as 
each segment of the spine seems to curve in a way that distorts the final façade. 
This on its own has links to distorted materiality, earlier identified in Alex 
Chinneck’s work ‘Birth, Death and a Midlife Crisis’. Further exploration of 
these undulations could result in a more distorted façade to layer illusion into 
the design and increase its deceptive qualities. 
The interior layout, offers a large open plan space separated only by the walls 
of private meeting rooms and the natural planning considerations of furniture, 
bookstacks and the columns that support the ‘canopy’ above. All these 
planning elements (apart from the walls and columns) being flexible to 
rearrange the space to suit the needs of the occupants. The indoor-outdoor 
flow of the library reinforced with reading spaces bleeding out onto deck space 
through a large opening façade. An exterior connection becoming more 
essentially with an inwardly facing digital society.  

67 “Waiheke Island Library,” Archi Pro, last modified September 8, 2019, 
https://archipro.co.nz/projects/waiheke-island-library-pacific-environments-
architects 

 

Figure 87: Waiheke Library 
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Figure 88: Waiheke Library Floor Plan 
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D E S I G N  P H A S E  T H R E E  
L A R G E  S C A L E  

 

The third and final design phase of the research project is to take the techniques 
and skills learnt through previous design phases and additional research to 
create a large-scale public building.  

To narrow the selection of techniques that have been identified throughout the 
project a table was made to reference each of the techniques and their 
applicability to the final design and whether they would be considered for use 
or not. 
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Techniques Identified Applicable to Floating 
Environment 

Applicable to 
Program 

Obvious or Subtle 
Impact 

Potential Inclusion 
in Final Concept 

Mirrors as Camouflage ✓ ✓ - ✓ 

Mirrors as Levitation ✓ ✓ Obvious ✓ 

Material Illusion ✓ ✓ Subtle ✓ 

Counterweights ✗ - Obvious ✗ 

Perspective Illusion through Vanishing Point ✓ ✓ Obvious - 

Perspective Projection from Vanishing Point ✗ - Subtle ✗ 

Isolation of Elements through filters - ✗ Obvious ✗ 

Trompe L’oeil ✓ ✓ - ✓ 

Dissolving Planes ✓ ✗ Obvious ✗ 

2D Impression ✗ ✗ Subtle ✗ 

Anamorphosis ✓ ✓ Obvious - 

Intersecting Projection ✓ ✓ Obvious ✓ 

Implied Space ✓ ✓ Subtle ✓ 

Translucency to Create Shadows ✓ ✓ Obvious - 

Phenomenal Transparency ✗ ✗ Subtle ✗ 

Illusion of Infinite Circulation ✓ ✗ Subtle ✗ 
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D E S I G N  I N S P I R A T I O N  

 

As a starting point in the final design process, the icon of a book was chosen 
in connection with the library program. The images were studied of the book 
in motion to capture a form from which a design could derive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The curves of the pages and the stack of rested leaves lead to the shapes that 
developed into the designs that follow.  

Figure 89: Form Investigation 
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D E S I G N  O N E  

P E R S P E C T I V E  M A N I P U L A T I O N  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the first design iteration the entire book with open leaves was the 
inspiration behind the vantage point for the form’s illusion. The technique that 
was used to create the entire form from this original vantage point was 
influenced by Shigeo Fukuda’s Underground Piano. Fukuda was able to distort 
the image of the piano from all angles except the original vantage point which 
was reflected in the mirror, and for this iteration the image of the book with 
flayed leaves is the object for this distorted perspective technique. 

To create the entirety of the form the different leaves were stretched and 
compressed along the perspective lines which originate from the vantage point 
of the spectator that creates the image shown top left. This allows for the 
creation of an obscure form that from most angles would appear unrelatable 
to the original image at the vantage point. In plan, the building fans out around 
the pivot of the vantage point located by the arrow bellow.  

This technique was chosen because of its ability to create large form easily 
around a chosen vantage point image. As a lot of the other techniques 
identified are focussed more on minor momentary illusion rather than an 
overall image this provided the best opportunity to create an initial concept. 

  

Figure 100: Perspective Manipulation Computer Models 
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From different positions of view the form appears very different, with a 
much more elongated shape compared to the original image at the vantage 
point. This disparity of form from separate viewpoints is the main 
deception of the illusion. 

From here the application of façade detail is to connect the distorted 
elements. Whereas the plan of the building is a consistent platform. The 
plan is consistent because the creation of the design is determined by a 
single leaf that is stretched out to create the extents of the illusion. The 
spatial arrangements from this platform would then be determined by the 
divisions of the vertical leaves and the spatial qualities and requirements 
of the spaces needed from the research of other library planning 
arrangements.  

Figure 91: Perspective Manipulation Computer Models 
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Figure 92: Spatial Planning Sketch 
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Taking the model created through the distortion of elements through 
perspective lines, and then starting to apply spatial arrangements and façade 
details results in a more resolved architectural outcome. The façade being split 
vertically alternating between glass and mirrors creates a layering of illusion on 
top of the already existing perspective illusory form. The façade being angled 
downward towards the water means that the mirrors would reflect a view of 
the water. Extending the façade infinitely towards the water creates a seamless 
interaction with the water. 

  

Figure 93: Spatial Arrangements and Form Investigation Sketches 
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Figure 94: Conceptual Floor Plan 
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The plan for the perspective manipulation design was organised with an entry 
point between two halves of the design. Left of the entry being the smaller part 
of the form that was not obscured and right of the entry the section that was 
altered through perspective manipulation.  

As you enter to the left is the reception block is behind, enabling the quiet 
spaces of the design. An important aspect of the library design was to designate 
these quiet spaces and the design offered these hideaway spaces that fit 
perfectly with the functionality requirements of a quiet tucked away space.  

Right of the entry is the other half, the main portion of the library. This section 
is much larger due to its stretched form derived from the manipulation such 
that it was large enough to accommodate the planning of the space. The space 
is arranged so that the collection and seating spaces wrap around a central build 
form that holds the basic amenities of toilets and meeting rooms as well as the 
special-use space with entry from the foyer. The special-use space has a 
function of teaching and interactive learning of illusions and how they are 
created for the users to explore. A bench seat was incorporated along the back 
wall of the design derived from Birkenhead library’s rendition, as it is the most 
effective use of space to incorporate seating and working space for the users 
of the building. 

Where elements were compressed along the perspective lines, this forms the 
outdoor section of the library with entry from the main collection and seating 
space. This part of the building folds out onto the water allowing the users to 
flow through from one side of the building, the entry, to the other in a loop 
connecting back through the special-use space. 
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Figure 95: Design One Interior and Exterior Perspectives 83 

 

 

  

Figure 96: Design One: Exterior Perspective and Section 
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D E S I G N  T W O  

A N A M O R P H I C  P R O J E C T I O N  

Moving forward, this second design uses a much less literal representation of 
image utilising a simple arc influenced by the curve of a falling book leaf. This 
was then translated into a vertical plane and extruded to create the form that 
would result at the vantage point. To create the illusion, the form was 
segmented and projected across from and towards the vantage point. This 
technique is like that of Michael Murphy’s perceptual shift where an 
anamorphic illusion is created when all the pieces come together to form the 
original image at the vantage point.  

In elevation on the next page the red marks the locations that are visible from 
the vantage point in which case would need a seamless façade in order to merge 
into the anamorphic shape at the vantage point.  

Figure 98: Design Two: Anamorphic Projection Conceptual Investigation  
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Figure 99: Design Two: Anamorphic Projection Conceptual Investigation 
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Figure 100: Anamorphic Projection Plan Drawing 
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To create a coherent form, the individual projected elements were connected 
around the outmost perimeter so the negative space between each element also 
becomes part of the design. Double height spaces are created at the back 
end of the design as they do not obstruct the image at the vantage point. The 
façade details remain the same at this stage of the design process as that of the 
first design with alternating glass and timber panels. 

Layering of illusion begins with mirrored façade camouflaging the design along 
with a counterweighted cantilever derived from Alex Chinneck’s Take My Light 
but Don’t Steal My Thunder. This cantilever becomes the primary entrance to 
the design through an underwater entrance, arising up in the centre of 
the design. 

 

  

Figure 111: Facade and Form Investigation Sketches 
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Figure 102: Anamorphic Projection Detailed Plan 
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The spatial arrangements of the anamorphic design were decided by first 
looking at the individual elements of the projected form and the residual spaces 
they created between each element. The anamorphic projection technique 
creates larger spaces the further the element is projected which creates the open 
plan spaces for the library design.  

The building has two main entry points, one up along the side of the building 
that opens out into the open plan space with the reception block to the left. 
The second entrance is through an underwater tunnel connected to the 
underwater counterweight that supports the large cantilever above the water. 
This entrance opens out up through the centre of the design onto a water level 
balcony with stairs up to the collection space.  

This experimental plan was designed through vantage points determined by 
main points of interest the users would convene. The first being the side 
entrance with lines being drawn off that determined the positioning and size 
of the book stacks. This meant that from the entrance the book stacks would 
appear to be perfectly aligned with even spacing. When the users walked 
around however, they would discover the truth behind the illusion. Similarly, 
from the main seating space and the entrance to the special-use space lines 
were drawn to help determine wall placements. These walls being projected 
along the perspective lines and originating from the rectangular elements from 
which the design was derived. 
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Figure 103: Design Two: Interior and Exterior Perspectives 91 

 

 

  

Figure 104: Design Two: Exterior Façade and Section 
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C R I T I C A L  R E F L E C T I O N  

 

As it stands, the chosen design to continue development into the final 
architectural outcome is the anamorphic projection design or ‘Design Two’. 
The reasons being that the first design was too much of a literal approach in 
its originating form from which the illusion was extruded. Along with this the 
anamorphic projection design provided more illusory qualities in the form and 
the potential planning of the building. With a redevelopment of the interior 
planning, taking into consideration what was learnt through the experimental 
plan and the more generalised plan in the first design, the final design outcome 
would become more successful due to these first iterations.  
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C O N C L U S I O N  
 

The project investigated how illusions have been used previously and are still 
being used in the realms of art and architecture. The investigations focused on 
visual illusions and their exploitation of perception in altering form and space 
within architecture. Since architecture’s rudimental roots derive from a form 
of visual art it was a fitting ‘full circle’ of design and research, taking 
architecture back to an almost purely visual perceptual state.  

The investigation posed the research question; How can deceptive visual 
experience be used as a productive architectural device? 

The project looked to answer the question with extensive research into 
precedents and literature which produced varying techniques poised for 
development into their architectural application. This built a comprehensive 
precedent library of techniques and drawings produced to depict illusions and 
their basic applications in architectural form and/or space. Further analysis of 
the techniques was applied during the design phases of the project. These 
design phases being strategically divided into three sections, increasing in scale 
and complexity the more the knowledge-base grew and a greater understanding 
of the illusions was obtained. 

The first design phase focusing on illusion of object, with no definition of 
space. This helped to create an understanding of how the techniques identified 
could manipulate a pre-existing form (a chair). These formal aspects of illusory 
form were presented through drawings and models also becoming part of the 
ever-growing knowledge base serving as evidence of illusions prolificacy in 
creating form. This also allowed for the challenges of learning how to create 
the illusions and reproduce the effects that were identified could be processed 
to facilitate easier design designs in the later design phases. 

 

Figure 106: The Impossible Arch 
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Second to this was the medium scale design phase which took precedent from 
a previous architectural design of a small dwelling to be redesigned using the 
identified techniques. Utilising new techniques identified in the second set of 
precedents along with re-exploring and developing those found previously and 
in the first design phase a range of new designs were created. These designs 
discovered more challenges that resulted in applying the techniques to an 
architectural form rather than an object and therefore advanced the knowledge 
of how the techniques could be applied on a greater scale. The second design 
phase ended with five designs which explored prominent formal aspects of 
illusion application and how space could be created between projected 
elements. These design discoveries then carried over through to the third 
design phase. 

Before the third design phase the project underwent a programmatic analysis 
to discover the requirements and specific design designs needed relating to the 
resulting function of the building which was a library. A library was chosen 
because of its inherent links to illusions in a books ability to create its own 
world, and the common phrase ‘never judge a book by its cover’. The analysis 
of local library precedents uncovered how libraries are viewed locally and their 
material properties but most importantly the planning considerations they 
undertook. This would in turn contribute to the planning of the designs in the 
third design phase. 

The third and final design phase of the project was to take everything learnt 
thus far to create a new library design. The siteless-site of the project being 
situated in an undisclosed body of water surrounded by land facilitated a more 
focused illusory design utilising the water as an extension of the building. The 
resulting designs were ‘Perspective Manipulation’ and ‘Anamorphic 
Projection’. The ‘Perspective Manipulation’ design was a very literal 
representation of program and served more as an experiment into how large 
form can be created with the technique and how other techniques could be 
applied to the result. This designs success came from its dynamic shapes 
however it was chosen not to be further developed as the least successful of 
the two designs. 

The second design, ‘Anamorphic Projection’ as the chosen design for further 
development was the most successful of the two. This due to its ability to draw 
out the form to create a unique architectural experience both within and 
around the form. Also, its much less literal approach allows for the design to 
be read individually in different ways for each person’s perception of the 
building.  

The research done with a continuous growth in knowledge was highly 
successful in providing the evidence needed that illusions are prolific and can 
be a productive tool in creating architecture. This library, or knowledge-base, 
however, could be developed endlessly as a stream of drawings and models. 
Building into a bank of research that could be looked back on for future 
designs. 

Creating the blank canvas site allows for the illusions to be the outstanding 
feature in the environment created, and therefore is a successful approach in 
creating a vivid reference to illusion. The design intention was for the building 
to be able to speak for itself as an illusory design and not be easily identifiable. 
The third design phase working through into the final design was to highly 
develop the materiality of the design as well as redesign the planning within the 
chosen form. Although the planning is not as highly developed or defined as 
the library precedents shown earlier in the document, it was not the primary 
focus of the project to define a library. Rather it was the intention to utilise the 
idea of a library function to facilitate more illusion of design in the interior. 
This was achieved through creating anamorphic cones which converged as the 
user would move around the library from notable locations such as the main 
seating area and the entrance. This does leave room for potential improvement 
on the planning to be as refined as the local precedents.  

The presentation of the illusory design was pinnacle to the project as the entire 
presentation becomes a coherently displayed illusion. Intended to deceive the 
perceiver, reinforcing the ideas of illusion in the design. Thus, the project 
begun to speak for itself as an artform of architecture through its design 
properties and presentation.  
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F I N A L  D E S I G N  D R A W I N G S  
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Fig. 81. ‘Devonport Library’ 
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Fig. 85. ‘Birkenhead Library’ 
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Fig. 89. ‘Form Investigation’ 
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Fig. 96. ‘Design One Exterior Perspective and Section’ 
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Fig.102 ‘Anamorphic Projection Detailed Plan’ 
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Fig.103 ‘Design Two: Interior and Exterior Perspectives’ 
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Fig. 105 ‘Methodology Diagram’ 
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